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Since the reform and opening up of China, especially since the late 1990s, the 
pace of our country's economic transition and social transformation have significantly 
sped up. In the transition process, economic development and social development are 
not in harmony and the related system construction is incompleted, which led to the 
acceleration of social stratification.a increasingly narrow social circulation channel 
and a variety of complicated economic and social problems. in the last two years ,the 
"second generation" events which have been frequently appearencing on the network 
is one of the typical occurrences.Through field investigation and empirical research to 
the "second generation" phenomenon, firstly I analyzed the challenges brought about 
by the phenomenon of "second generation" to the new era of social management in 
my paper.secondly I summarized the awareness of the "second generation" 
phenomenon and the "second generation" group, analyzed the close link between 
social stratification and the "second generation" phenomenon based on the 
investigation data. Then I elaborated the source of the "second generation" 
phenomenon from the point of view of the incomplete of social systems ,including 
unreasonable social resource allocation mechanism, imperfect "identity" system in the 
city and deficient competition system between groups. Finally I throw out some 
policy suggestions from the perspectives of the innovatiing social managemen 
system,mechanism, methods and improving social management environment so as to 
address the phenomenon of "second generation" and "second generation" issues. 
Some problems such as social injustice, hatred of the rich and Qiuguan 
sentiments which are caused by social mobility blocked, and social stratification are 
the new topic we have to face. And this topic pose a challenge to China's social 
management.This research can firstly help people understand the "second generation" 
social phenomenon from the social system level , seconly make them positivly treat 
the "second generation" groups and "second generation" phenomenon , thirdly 
eliminate anxiety and resentment of the people for the class curing and hereditary 















upward mobility and the growing powers of the privileged class at the 
intergenerational transmission. All these will have a certain effect on the future of our 
society’s long-term harmonious and stable development. I hope this paper can also  
provide a new angle on the theory and practice of social class, social management. 
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